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1 Abstract 
We present the results of a search for “snowballs” in NIRCam ground testing data. 

Examining a total of at least 32.6 hours of exposure time for each of nine of the NIRCam 
detectors, we find snowballs appear in the data at a rate of 0.2 – 0.6 snowballs per hour. 
Typical snowballs in the shortwave detectors cover an area of roughly 250-400 pixels and 
contain 280,000 – 490,000 DN. On average, snowballs in the longwave detectors are 
roughly the same size, but brighter by about a factor of 2. Snowball effects were observed 
not to spill over into the reference pixels. Several of the snowballs we observed were 
repeats, falling on the same location of the same detector as a previous snowball. This 
suggests that radioactive decay from within the detector material may be the source of the 
snowballs. 

2 Introduction 
The artifacts known as “snowballs” have been observed in HgCdTe detector data 

since at least the ground testing of WFC3/IR detectors in 2009, (Hilbert, 2009) and in 
other solid state electronics for much longer (Zeigler et al. 1996).  
McCullough (2009) suggests that snowballs are the result of the radioactive decay of 
impurities within the detectors themselves. He suggests that the α particles emitted 
during the decay of naturally radioactive Uranium or Thorium could induce the signals 
observed as snowballs. For detailed discussions of the possibility of radioactivity as the 
cause of snowballs, see Volk (2014) and McCullough (2009). 

Snowballs are similar to cosmic ray hits, in that they are composed of a large 
amount of signal that appears on the detector instantaneously. However, snowballs are 
much larger than cosmic ray effects, typically impacting tens to hundreds of pixels with a 
total flux of hundreds of thousands of counts or more. Figure 1 shows an image of a 
typical NIRCam snowball, with its bright core surrounded by extended wings. 
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Figure 1 A typical snowball 

 

 
Figure 2 A snowball on the edge of the detector. The signal from the snowball is not present in the 
reference pixels, visible here as the top 4 rows of pixels, with the slightly darker background. The 
black area on top is beyond the edge of the detector. 

Figures 3 and 4 show plots of the measured signal and signal rate versus time for a pixel 
in the center of a snowball. The appearance of the snowball is indicated by the large jump 
in signal and signal rate. As the plots show, all of the signal associated with the snowball 
appears instantaneously from the point of view of the data. Indeed, no snowball signal 
has ever appeared over the course of more than one readout, suggesting that snowballs 
appear on a timescale that is much less than the readout time of the detector. 

As with all snowballs, the central pixel, along with the surrounding few pixels, are 
driven to hard saturation. Figures 3 and 4 show the signal and signal rate of an example 
central pixel. This saturation can be seen immediately after the snowball appears as the 
decreasing slope in the signal plot, as well as the below average signal rate in the rate plot. 

As the appearance of snowballs is so similar to that of cosmic rays, their effects 
are largely removed from NIRCam data during cosmic ray removal calibration steps in 
the JWST calibration pipeline. Small residuals are possible along the edges of the wings, 
where the signal jump is small enough that it is not identified during the cosmic ray 
rejection step. 
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Figure 3 Plot of the signal versus time for a pixel impacted by a snowball. The snowball drove this 
pixel into saturation. The single jump in signal shows that the entire snowball-induced signal 
appeared instantaneously, or at least all within the 10.3 second readout time of the detector. 

 

 
Figure 4 Signal rate plot (with rates offset vertically by 60 DN/sec in order to avoid negative values) 
for the signals shown in Figure 4. The snowball is seen as the large positive spike in signal rate. 
Immediately after the snowball appears, the below average rate indicates that the pixel is saturated. 

In this study, we searched for cosmic rays in a portion of the ISIM Cryo-Vac 2 
(CV2) data taken with the NIRCam detectors in the summer of 2014.  By searching 
through >100,000 seconds of exposure time for each NIRCam detector, we hoped to 
establish a statistically significant measure of the appearance rate of these snowballs, 
along with measures of their properties.  Recent studies of NIRSpec detectors have 
predicted a decreasing snowball rate with time. (Rauscher et al, 2014) The snowball rates 
found in this work can be compared with future NIRCam snowball searches in an attempt 
to confirm this theory. 

3 Data 
We searched for snowballs in all CV2 data files containing 20 or more groups. Our 

requirement on the minimum number of groups comes from the fact that within each 
integration we needed to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the signal rate in 
each pixel. By using ramps with at least 20 groups, we were assured a statistically robust 
measurement of both properties, which led to better results when searching for pixels 
with signal rates that significantly deviated from the mean. The total exposure time we 
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searched was between 117,000 and 141,000 seconds (or 32.6 and 39.2 hours) for each 
detector. Table 1 lists the number of exposures and the total exposure time of the data 
searched for each detector. With the snowball search operating on such a large amount of 
data, we designed it to work on raw NIRCam files. Using raw data allowed us to save the 
time and disk space that would have been needed to run any calibration steps on the data 
prior to beginning the snowball search. 

3.1 Method 
Our search algorithm functioned similarly to a cosmic ray search, as it looked for 

large deviations from the mean group-to-group signal rate in each pixel. We began 
searching a given integration by flagging saturated pixels in all groups of the integration. 
Since the signal rate in a saturated pixel decreased sharply, we had to flag saturated pixels 
in order to avoid misinterpreting that change in signal rate as a (negative) cosmic ray or 
snowball.  Groups where more than 75% of the detector’s pixels were saturated were 
skipped in the search.  

Using differences of consecutive groups, we then calculated the mean and 
standard deviation of the signal rate for each pixel along the entire integration. If a given 
pixel, at any point in the integration, exhibited a signal rate more than 7-σ from this mean 
(we had no requirement that the deviation be positive. Our search should have caught any 
“negative” snowballs that appear), we flagged that pixel as being impacted by a cosmic 
ray in the group corresponding to the signal rate jump. With this procedure, we created a 
cosmic ray map across the detector for each group of the integration.  Changes in the 
signal rates due to uncorrected non-linearity were small compared to the 7-σ threshold, 
allowing us to search data containing significant signal, such as flat field observations. 

We then moved group-by-group through the integration and examined the cosmic 
ray maps. We labeled as potential snowballs any areas on the detector where multiple 
adjacent pixels were flagged. Examining these areas more closely, we required several 
constraints be satisfied before declaring a collection of cosmic ray hits a snowball. First, 
we required that at least 9 of the 16 pixels in a 4x4 box centered on the potential snowball 
were flagged as cosmic ray hits. Second, based on previous snowball searches (Hilbert, 
2009, Volk, 2014) showing snowballs to be circular, we fit a 2D Gaussian to the potential 
snowball, and declared that any object showing an ellipticity less than 0.25 was a real 
snowball. The motivation behind this requirement was to filter out cosmic ray streaks, 
which also contained many adjacent cosmic-ray-hit pixels and would otherwise appear as 
false positives in our snowball search.  

While this method was very successful at removing cosmic ray streaks from the 
list of snowballs, some false positives still met all of our conditions.  These false 
positives consisted mainly of cosmic ray hits where the signal from the cosmic ray had 
spread amongst a handful of pixels.  In addition, as we were searching on raw CV2 data 
where interpixel capacitance (IPC) had not been corrected, the signal from these cosmic 
ray impacts was spread even further. While increasing the size of the 4x4 pixel box as 
well as the number of pixels within required to be flagged as cosmic ray hits would have 
removed many of these false positives, we wished to be conservative and not miss the 
appearance of any small but real snowballs in the data.  
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Once the search was completed for a particular detector and the list of snowballs 
had been created, non-snowball objects were removed by hand, based on a visual 
inspection of all the objects. Similarly, we performed a visual inspection of the collection 
of cosmic ray streaks that failed the ellipticity test in order to be sure that no real 
snowballs had been caught by this filter. For each snowball found, we kept a record of the 
filename, group number, location on the detector, number of pixels affected, number of 
pixels saturated by the snowball, and a basic measure of the background-subtracted signal. 
For each detector, these characteristics were placed into a snowball library file that 
accompanied the atlas file. Table 1 shows the library that accompanied the atlas shown in 
Figure 5.  
 

 
Figure 5 An atlas of all sources in detector B2 that successfully passed the snowball search 
requirements. Note the false positive sources that appear as smaller, though still extended, cosmic ray 
hits. Other detector features can also occasionally pass through the requirements. False positives and 
other non-snowballs were removed by hand. This atlas contains 20 real snowballs. 
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Table 1 Sample snowball atlas (corresponding to Figure 5) from our search algorithm.  True snowballs are marked in red. False positives are marked in black 

Filename Integration  Group MJD X-coord Y-coord Number 
of Pixels 

Background 
Subtracted Flux (DN) 

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_487_SE_2014-08-28T10h03m13.fits 3 21 56864.08726 1434.4 376.8 512 523686 
NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_487_SE_2014-08-28T10h03m13.fits 3 44 56864.09298 1514.8 214.1 695 680203 
NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_487_SE_2014-08-28T10h03m13.fits 8 47 56864.16207 1459.5 23.5 37 3716 
NRCN813B-F070-4243184251_1_487_SE_2014-08-31T19h08m47.fits 1 17 56874.57643 1761 1744 190 202436 
NRCN813B-F115-4243191728_1_487_SE_2014-08-31T19h36m30.fits 2 1 56874.61073 1078 929 9 -3320 
NRCN815B-LIN-4244062606_4_487_SE_2014-09-01T07h01m13.fits 1 23 56900.49357 345.5 87.5 37 4807 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_5_487_SE_2014-09-07T20h28m45.fits 1 6 56901.31001 56.4 653.2 613 533509 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_6_487_SE_2014-09-07T20h49m10.fits 1 26 56901.33287 402 843.5 235 256935 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_3_487_SE_2014-09-07T22h55m40.fits 1 88 56901.89838 689.5 76.5 37 10173 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_7_487_SE_2014-09-08T00h15m56.fits 1 21 56903.27664 1509.5 64.5 37 3292 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_7_487_SE_2014-09-08T00h15m56.fits 1 83 56903.28435 1661.9 1647 183 202100 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_7_487_SE_2014-09-08T00h15m56.fits 1 85 56903.2846 1415.7 347.4 280 257288 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_9_487_SE_2014-09-08T07h14m11.fits 1 20 56906.40905 441.5 95.5 37 3346 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_2_487_SE_2014-09-08T07h55m00.fits 1 53 56906.46423 1343.5 26.5 37 20690 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_5_487_SE_2014-09-08T08h55m54.fits 1 19 56907.81314 1640.4 1883.9 504 475305 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_6_487_SE_2014-09-08T09h16m01.fits 1 45 56907.83364 541.5 28.5 37 8115 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_9_487_SE_2014-09-08T10h21m00.fits 1 28 56907.87154 279.5 1318.5 106 151468 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_3_487_SE_2014-09-08T11h22m48.fits 1 4 56907.9108 1170.2 349.4 170 224264 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_3_487_SE_2014-09-08T11h22m48.fits 1 11 56907.91254 1948.5 1934 142 173903 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_5_487_SE_2014-09-08T12h03m15.fits 1 4 56907.93889 1823.2 596.8 339 279724 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_7_487_SE_2014-09-08T12h42m43.fits 1 32 56907.97393 112 252 387 375954 
NRCV83500037001P0000000007101_1_487_SE_2014-09-02T01h43m13.fits 1 44 56908.31824 771.5 26.5 37 5525 
NRCV83500045001P0000000016101_1_487_SE_2014-09-08T20h21m51.fits 1 19 56908.35726 736.8 16.6 45 112 
NRCV83500046001P0000000007101_1_487_SE_2014-09-08T23h28m06.fits 1 59 56908.37627 246.5 84.5 37 9704 
NRCV83500046001P0000000007101_1_487_SE_2014-09-08T23h28m06.fits 1 90 56908.38012 1429.6 1713.6 115 210200 
NRCV82500015001P0000000002102_1_487_SE_2014-09-06T11h17m48.fits 1 13 56908.4878 1936 6 9 631 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_487_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m28.fits 3 15 56908.5297 1989 1799.2 90 70720 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_487_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m28.fits 3 16 56908.52995 1989 1799.2 90 72806 
NRCN03511-D-NF1-G1-4209063635_1_487_SE_2014-07-28T07h03m53.fits 1 30 56908.53417 1160.5 26.5 37 7331 
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Filename Integration  Group MJD X-coord Y-coord Number 
of Pixels 

Background 
Subtracted Flux (DN) 

NRCNBNSMRG1NIS-SL-4207011316_1_487_SE_2014-07-26T02h17m15.fits 2 1 56908.81758 1077 930 9 -503 
NRCNBS-NSG1NIS-F-4206231314_1_487_SE_2014-07-26T01h28m10.fits 1 11 56908.94937 1516.5 24 145 112318 
NRCNBS-NSG1NIS-F-4206231314_1_487_SE_2014-07-26T01h28m10.fits 1 12 56908.94999 1516.5 24 145 110832 
NRCNNBNSMFAG1NI-SL-4206235138_1_487_SE_2014-07-
26T00h49m15.fits 

1 6 56909.22132 1132.5 1787.4 284 82972 

NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_487_SE_2014-09-03T08h44m14.fits 6 2 56909.42288 1464.5 48.5 37 2932 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_487_SE_2014-09-03T08h44m14.fits 7 37 56909.44525 1092 27 9 998 
NRCV83500022001P000000000210I_1_487_SE_2014-09-03T12h06m15.fits 1 55 56909.6358 484.9 1911.2 622 497955 
NRCN813B-F070-4266055714_1_487_SE_2014-09-23T06h27m31.fits 1 31 56923.27036 755.5 30.5 37 7560 
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Figure 6 The collection of cosmic ray streaks found in detector B2 data. These sources failed the 
roundness test. While the test was successful at keeping all cosmic ray streaks out of the snowball list, 
four real snowballs were also removed. These snowballs were manually returned to the list of 
snowballs. This is the only detector for which real snowballs were mistakenly removed. 

An interesting detail that came out of our search was that several snowballs were 
“found” twice by our search. The asterisks in Table 1 show the detectors for which our 
search algorithm found the same snowball in two consecutive groups of an integration. 
Further investigation revealed that this situation occurred when the snowball was present 
in data taken with NFRAME=2.  In this mode of data collection, each group in the 
observation is the mean of two non-destructive readouts of the detector.  This method of 
data collection results in the snowball appearing in the data in one group at half of its 
nominal signal, and in the next group at its full signal level. 

For example, if frames N and N+1 were averaged together to create the group to 
be saved in the output file and the snowball appeared in frame N+1, then the resulting 
average was created from one frame with the snowball and one without, resulting in a 
half-strength snowball appearing in the output group.  In the following group, created 
from the average of frame N+2 and frame N+3, the snowball was present in both frames, 
resulting in a full-strength snowball in the group. Therefore during our snowball search, 
we saw a group with no snowball, followed by a group with a half-strength snowball, 
followed by a group with a full-strength snowball. These two jumps in signal were then 
interpreted by our script as back-to-back snowballs in the same location.  
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While this is an unanticipated result of averaging frames while collecting data, the 
effects are rather benign. The total flux created by a snowball is large enough that even 
when it is cut by a factor of two, both signal jumps were caught in the cosmic 
ray/snowball search.  However, for snowballs (or more commonly, cosmic ray impacts) 
with smaller signals, the behavior may not be the same.  Averaging together multiple 
frames to create each group effectively raises the lower limit of the signal jump required 
to identify a cosmic ray or snowball, as the signal jump is spread out among more groups. 
In addition, in the case of an integration with a small number of groups, losing the signal 
in two groups may adversely affect the line-fitting and generation of a slope image as 
performed by the JWST calibration pipeline. 

4 Results  
In total, we identified 94 snowballs in the shortwave (SW) detectors, and 32 in the 

longwave (LW) detectors.  Table 3 summarizes the findings by detector. Complete lists 
of all snowballs and their characteristics are given in tables 4 and 5, in the appendix. 

4.1 Snowball Rates 
With enough snowballs, we could begin to analyze the statistics of some basic 

snowball properties. The first result from our analysis was a measure of the snowball 
appearance rate for each detector, obtained by dividing the number of snowballs found by 
the total exposure time represented by the files included in our search. Table 1 below 
shows our results.  With the caveat that the small number of detected snowballs implies a 
relatively large uncertainty, we found the snowball rate in each detector was between 0.2 
and 0.6 snowballs per hour of exposure time. These numbers are in-line with the rate of 
0.5 snowballs per hour calculated by Willmer (2008) from University of Arizona ground 
testing data of non-flight NIRCam detectors.  

While these rates are similar to those observed during Wide Field Camera 3 
(WFC3) ground testing (Hilbert, 2009), the area of the WFC3 detector is 4 times less than 
that of a NIRCam detector, implying that we see snowball rates per unit area in NIRCam 
that are 4 times lower than that in WFC3 while on the ground. A recent snowball census 
completed for WFC3/IR, covering over 6200 hours of exposure time over 5 years on 
orbit, has revealed a snowball rate of 1.2 per hour. Accounting for the difference in area 
between the detectors, this represents a snowball rate that is at least 8 times higher than 
we have observed in the NIRCam detectors.  

Volk (2014) found snowball rates in several potential NIRISS detectors of 0.7 to 
1.5 snowballs per hour. In the two other detectors, the snowball rate was approximately 
7.5 snowballs per hour. The elevated snowball rates in the potential NIRISS detectors 
compared to those in the NIRCam detectors suggests the possibility that the NIRISS 
detectors contain a higher concentration of radioactive isotopes or some other 
fundamental difference from the NIRCam detectors. 
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Table 2 The number of snowballs found in CV2 data with this search. Using the total exposure time 
of the files that were searched, we calculate the observed snowball rate. * - The search found one or 
more snowballs twice, due to the NFRAME=2 data collection mode. 

Detector Number 
of Files 

Cumulative 
Exposure 
Time (sec) 

Number of 
Snowballs 
Found 

Snowball 
Rate 
(snowballs/
hour) 

Mean/Max 
Snowball Signal 
(1000 DN) 

Mean/Max  # 
of Pixels 
Affected 

A1 86 122,947 8 0.2 490 / 719 412 / 667 
A3 85 122,034 8* 0.2 367 / 615 253 / 451 
A4 83 120,037 10 0.3 363 / 664 312 / 630 
ALONG 79 117,482 17 0.5 634 / 882 256 / 386 
B1 98 134,232 17 0.5 347 / 617 322 / 780 
B2 96 133,405 24* 0.6 300 / 680 358 / 738 
B3 96 133,395 19* 0.5 282 / 555 236 / 613 
B4 206 141,373 12 0.3 392 / 807 380 / 905 
BLONG 122 131,635 15 0.4 721 / 1,149 342 / 740 
 

4.2 Snowball Locations 
Next we examined maps of the snowball locations on the detector. With so few 

snowballs found for each detector, it was difficult to determine if there is any trend in the 
snowball locations. In all past studies, snowball locations have appeared random across 
the detector (Durbin, 2015). Figure 7 shows the snowball map that corresponds to the 
snowball atlas seen in Figure 5 for detector B2 (after removing the false positives). These 
snowballs do not show any obvious trend in location. 

Of the snowballs detected in this survey, only one, in detector BLONG, appeared 
within several rows of the edge of the detector. This snowball, shown in Figure 2, 
displays the same behavior as described in past studies (Willmer, 2008, Volk, 2014), 
where the snowball signal does not appear to cross over into the reference pixels. 
Unfortunately none of the snowballs found in this study straddled the sector boundaries 
corresponding to the readout amplifiers, so we were not able to check for any anomalous 
behavior related to the amplifiers. 
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Figure 7 Map of snowball locations for detector B2 

4.3 Repeating Snowballs 
Not counting the snowballs that appeared twice in our search due to the 

NFRAME=2 effect, we found three snowballs that appeared twice in the same locations 
(to within one pixel) on the same detectors within our data set. These repeating snowballs 
are listed in Table 3. McCullough (2009) suggests that repeated snowballs could be the 
result of various steps of the decay chain for a radioactive isotope (most likely Th228) in 
the detector material.  

The timescales of roughly 1, 9, and 10 days respectively between the repeats of 
these three snowballs roughly fit within the timescale McCullough mentions for the Th228 
decay into Pb208.  Specifically, one of the intermediate steps in the decay chain is Ra224 to 
Ra220, which has a 3.7 day half-life. If this is indeed the case, these particular pixels are 
now no more or less likely to be impacted by a snowball than any other pixel, as the 
particular Th228 atoms responsible for these snowballs have now completed their decay 
into Pb208, which is a stable isotope. Any additional snowballs present in these pixels 
would be produced by the decay of a different Th228 atom. 
 
Table 3 Details on snowballs that appeared twice in the same location within our data set 

Detector Files Center 
Position 

(x,y) 

Time Between 
Snowballs 

Notes 

ALONG 
NRCV82540003001P0000000002101_3
_485_SE_2014-09-08T02h01m15.fits, 

NRCV83500047001P0000000005101_1
_485_SE_2014-09-09T05h25m59.fits 

(1010,824) 26.8 hours 

Several pixels near the 
edges of the snowballs 
listed in the bad pixel 
table as “noisy” and “do 
not use” 

B1 

NRCNRCB1-DARK-
42420831081_1_486_SE_2014-08-

30T08h57m27.fits, 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_1

_486_SE_2014-09-08T07h34m41.fits 

(703,1129) 214.4 hours 

All pixels comprising the 
snowballs listed in the bad 
pixel table as “noisy” and 
“do not use”. Area is 
about 35 pixels away from 
a masked, bad spot on the 
detector. 
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Detector Files Center 
Position 

(x,y) 

Time Between 
Snowballs 

Notes 

B3 

NRCNRCB3-DARK-
42420922091_1_488_SE_2014-08-

30T09h50m11.fits, 
NRCV83500047001P0000000008101_1

_488_SE_2014-09-09T06h15m34.fits 

(997,1385) 236.2 hours 

Pixels listed as good in the 
bad pixel table 

4.4 Snowball Signal and Area 
Measuring the total signal produced by the snowballs helped to give an indication 

of how large an impact these sources made. To calculate the signal, we created a 
difference image of the group in which the snowball appeared minus the previous group. 
We then performed very basic aperture photometry on the snowball, where we summed 
the signal in all of the pixels associated with the snowball, and subtracted from that the 
measured mean local background. For the several snowballs that were found twice, we 
used a difference image composed of the group containing the snowball subtracted from 
two groups prior. Note that signal totals are lower limits, due to the saturated pixels in the 
cores of the snowballs. 

Table 2 also shows the mean and the maximum signal associated with the 
snowballs for each detector. The most notable result from this data is that snowballs in 
the LW detectors generally have higher signals than those in the SW detectors. With so 
few snowballs to work with, histograms of snowball fluxes for each detector did not 
reveal unambiguous trends in the most common snowball size. However, combining the 
snowball libraries for all of the SW detectors, and separately for both of the LW detectors, 
produced histograms that showed a trend more clearly. Figure 8 shows both of these 
histograms. These histograms confirm that the snowballs in the LW detectors indeed are 
generally brighter than those in the shortwave detectors.  
 

 
Figure 8 Histograms of the total snowball signal for both the shortwave and longwave detectors. 
While the total number of snowballs in the longwave detectors is lower, the distribution is shifted to 
higher signal levels compared to the shortwave detectors. 
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Figure 9 Histograms of the snowball areas in pixels 

Table 2 also lists the mean and maximum snowball area for each detector. Unlike 
the case of the snowball signal, the mean snowball areas appear to be fairly similar across 
all of the detectors. Histograms of the snowball areas, created from the same combined 
SW and LW lists are shown in Figure 9. While the snowballs in the SW detectors show a 
clear peak in size of about 100-200 pixels, the peak of the snowball size distribution in 
the LW detectors seems to be slightly larger, in the 300-400 pixel range. Together, 
Figures 8 and 9 show that the average LW snowball is brighter and larger than the 
average SW snowball. 
 

 
Figure 10 Relationship between the number of pixels in the snowballs to the total snowball signals. 
The snowballs in the LW detectors require fewer pixels than those in the SW detectors to achieve the 
same signal level. 
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Figure 11 The number of saturated pixels in the snowballs compared to the total snowball signal. 
While the LW and SW detectors show similar slopes, snowballs in the LW detectors generally have 
more saturated pixels. 

Looking further into the size and signal differences between snowballs in the LW 
and SW detectors, Figure 10 shows the two values plotted against one another. We first 
compare LW and SW snowballs of the same size, by looking along a horizontal line in 
the plot. This clearly shows that for a given snowball area, LW snowballs contain more 
signal than their SW counterparts. In order to pack more signal into the same number of 
pixels, the LW snowballs must have brighter wings or a larger core, or both.  

Another way of looking at the snowballs in Figure 10 is along a vertical line, in 
which case we compare snowballs with equal total signals. In this comparison, we see 
that with a LW and a SW snowball with the same total signal, the LW snowball will be 
smaller and affect fewer pixels. 

Figure 11 shows the number of saturated pixels versus the total snowball signal. 
Here we are using the number of saturated pixels as a proxy for the size of the snowball 
core. This plot shows that the LW snowballs typically do have more saturated pixels than 
the SW snowballs, although all snowballs appear to follow a similar behavior in terms of 
the number of saturated pixels present for a given total signal.  

Figures 10 and 11 together show that for two snowballs with the same total signal 
level, both snowballs will have a similar number of saturated pixels, but the snowball in 
the SW channel will be physically larger than that in the LW channel. Another way of 
looking at it is that the two snowballs will have the same number of saturated pixels in 
the core, implying that the LW snowball must have fewer pixels in its wings compared to 
the SW snowball. Figure 12 shows this result to be true. In this Figure, we plot the signal 
along a horizontal cut through each of two snowballs with the same total signal. As 
expected, the SW snowball covers a larger area with its more extended wings compared 
to the LW snowball. 
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Figure 12 Horizontal cuts across one LW and one SW snowball, with roughly equal total signals.  
While the area under the two curves is about the same, the LW snowball (blue) appears more 
concentrated, with more of its signal pushed into the center of the snowball. The SW snowball 
appears to have more extended wings. 

 Shifting back to the comparison of snowballs of equal area, we saw in Figure 10 
that for snowballs of equal size, a LW snowball will contain more signal than a SW 
snowball. Figure 13 expands this comparison to include the number of saturated pixels in 
these snowballs. This plot shows that a snowball of a given total area, for example 400 
pixels, will have roughly 5 saturated pixels in the SW detector, but 20 in the LW detector. 
In effect, snowballs of equal area appearing in one of the LW detectors will exhibit larger 
total signals and larger cores compared to those in a SW detector.  

In comparing the differences in the snowball signals for WFC3 and NIRISS, Volk 
(2014) suggests that the differences are due to the longer wavelength cutoff for the 
NIRISS detectors. With 3 times more energy needed to produce an electron in the 1.7 
µm-cutoff WFC3 detector compared to the 5 µm-cutoff NIRISS detectors, one would 
expect the total signal induced by a snowball to be lower there. If this situation is true, 
then it would also imply that snowballs in the NIRCam LW detectors should be brighter 
than those in the SW detectors.  

 
Figure 13 The number of pixels in affected by a snowball versus the number of saturated pixels in a 
snowball. Snowballs in the LW detectors show a higher percentage of pixels that are saturated. 

Another possibility to consider is detector thickness. α particles produced within a 
thicker detector rather than a thinner one would have more material to pass through and 
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therefore the potential to generate more charge through impact ionization. As HgCdTe 
detectors with longer wavelength cutoffs must be thicker than those with shorter 
wavelength cutoffs, we might expect snowballs with higher signal in the LW detectors. 

Another interesting result from this analysis is that snowballs in the NIRCam 
detectors are, on average, a factor of 10 larger in area and have a factor of 3 more signal 
than the snowballs Durbin (2015) measured in the WFC3 detector. We attribute this 
difference to the volume of data in an average integration in the respective analyses. With 
a maximum of only 16 groups per integration, the measurement of the mean signal rate in 
the WFC3 data had a much larger uncertainty than that in the NIRCam data, where we 
had between 20 and 160 groups per integration. The lower noise in the NIRCam 
calculations allowed us to identify pixels farther out into the snowballs’ wings than was 
possible with the WFC3 data. 

5 Conclusions 
We have found that snowballs appear in NIRCam CV2 data at a rate of 0.2 to 0.6 

snowballs per hour. This is similar to the snowball rate measured by Willmer (2008) on 
non-flight NIRCam detectors, a factor of 4-8 less than that observed by WFC3 (Durbin 
2015), and lower by a factor of several over the rates Volk (2014) has found for potential 
NIRISS detectors. 

In the SW detectors, the average snowball has a total signal of about 300,000 DN 
and covers an area of 280 pixels. In the LW detectors, these values increase to 675,000 
DN and 300 pixels, with a larger fraction of saturated core pixels. Regardless, snowballs 
in both types of detectors should continue to be identified and treated similarly to cosmic 
rays when NIRCam data is processed by the JWST calibration pipeline. 

We identified several snowballs that repeated in the same locations after an interval 
of several days, suggesting that radioactive decay of parent/daughter products could have 
been at work in the creation of these snowballs.  
We hope that this snowball census can serve as a benchmark with which to compare the 
results of future analyses, such that any changes in the snowballs over long timescales 
can be identified. 
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Appendix A. Additional Tables for the Snowball Census 
Table 4 All SW snowballs found in this study 

Filename Integration/
Group 

Time (MJD) X,Y Center Number of 
Pix in 
Snowball 

Number of 
Saturated 
Pixels 

Background 
subtracted snowball 
signal (counts) 

Detector A1: 
      NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_481_SE_2014-08-28T10h04m28.fits 3 / 16 56871.43371 1601.6 , 1339.7 547 13 666004 

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_481_SE_2014-08-28T10h04m28.fits 4 / 43 56871.45409 882.5 , 1191.1 243 6 355070 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_3_481_SE_2014-09-08T11h22m48.fits 1 / 28 56908.24606 469.6 , 2031.4 567 12 642586 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_7_481_SE_2014-09-08T12h42m42.fits 1 / 2 56908.29922 1252.8 , 1955.3 667 12 718645 
NRCV83500047001P0000000002101_1_481_SE_2014-09-09T03h53m07.fits 1 / 25 56908.48769 1072.9 , 1898.5 529 9 614228 
NRCV83500048001P0000000002101_1_481_SE_2014-09-09T11h07m44.fits 1 / 45 56908.51826 1990 , 1820 189 5 262425 
NRCN03892-PAR-A-4201100222_1_481_SE_2014-07-20T11h09m57.fits 1 / 40 56909.00814 1055.4 , 2018.1 156 4 210960 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_481_SE_2014-09-03T08h44m27.fits 5 / 6 56909.19795 1879.2 , 115.8 397 7 449693 

       Detector A3: 
      NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_483_SE_2014-08-28T10h02m33.fits 10 / 8 56867.26888 1653.3 , 408.3 444 11 612263 

NRCV83500001001P0000000007101_1_483_SE_2014-07-07T22h32m42.fits 3 / 4 56901.10956 387.5 , 1512.2 250 8 430451 
NRCV82540004001P0000000002101_2_483_SE_2014-09-08T04h47m51.fits 1 / 67 56902.12959 854.4 , 118.5 451 12 614849 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_2_483_SE_2014-09-08T11h01m47.fits 1 / 10 56908.24159 107.5 , 1348.8 251 7 412507 
NRCV83500045001P0000000012101_1_483_SE_2014-09-08T19h07m48.fits 1 / 92 56908.46794 667.8 , 1903.8 100 5 235080 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_483_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m26.fits 1 / 17 56908.61104 1799.5 , 395 109 2 88145 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_483_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m26.fits 1 / 18 56908.61129 1799.5 , 395 106 2 94185 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_483_SE_2014-09-03T08h42m39.fits 10 / 52 56909.42934 992.1 , 148.9 316 7 448988 

       Detector A4: 
      NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_484_SE_2014-08-28T09h52m47.fits 4 / 25 56867.19134 1759.1 , 923.7 630 10 663598 

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_484_SE_2014-08-28T09h52m47.fits 9 / 39 56867.26316 164.6 , 109.6 116 4 234827 
NRCN815A-LIN-4243235734_1_484_SE_2014-09-01T00h34m52.fits 1 / 24 56897.22911 431.2 , 814.4 513 14 237871 
NRCV82540004001P0000000002101_2_484_SE_2014-09-08T04h47m51.fits 1 / 73 56902.1455 1046 , 114.5 233 7 387451 
NRCV82540004001P0000000002101_4_484_SE_2014-09-08T05h28m23.fits 1 / 45 56903.23451 1529.5 , 857.3 127 3 193772 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_5_484_SE_2014-09-08T08h55m46.fits 1 / 23 56908.15735 1550.9 , 1101 297 5 338069 
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Filename Integration/
Group 

Time (MJD) X,Y Center Number of 
Pix in 
Snowball 

Number of 
Saturated 
Pixels 

Background 
subtracted snowball 
signal (counts) 

NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_4_484_SE_2014-09-08T11h43m06.fits 1 / 16 56908.27129 2003 , 1006.4 227 4 285324 
NRCV83500035001P0000000013101_1_484_SE_2014-09-01T14h52m39.fits 1 / 78 56908.37863 1717.3 , 2038.3 412 47 521329 
NRCV83500036001P0000000004101_1_484_SE_2014-09-01T17h28m40.fits 1 / 25 56908.38608 1007.9 , 505.7 386 8 498001 
NRCV83500037001P0000000013101_1_484_SE_2014-09-02T04h53m12.fits 1 / 76 56908.43786 137.5 , 88.8 182 4 271549 

       Detector B1: 
      NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_486_SE_2014-08-28T09h47m50.fits 1 / 5 56864.05595 941.3 , 533 242 6 343362 

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_486_SE_2014-08-28T09h47m50.fits 4 / 31 56864.10342 1930.3 , 1184 414 7 417337 
NRCNRCB1-DARK-42420831081_1_486_SE_2014-08-30T08h57m27.fits 1 / 79 56866.28755 703.2 , 1129.1 251 5 312723 
NRCN815B-LIN-4244075410_7_486_SE_2014-09-01T08h29m54.fits 1 / 48 56900.81144 1952.3 , 927.6 476 19 342335 
NRCN815B-LIN-4244085239_9_486_SE_2014-09-01T09h28m04.fits 1 / 26 56900.85133 1879.8 , 125.1 297 8 289695 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_7_486_SE_2014-09-07T21h09m30.fits 1 / 35 56901.35425 371.6 , 1043.8 693 9 614024 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_2_486_SE_2014-09-07T22h35m27.fits 1 / 23 56901.73858 303.4 , 103 468 10 586139 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_5_486_SE_2014-09-07T23h35m35.fits 1 / 69 56902.17545 1002 , 1598 260 5 302060 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_6_486_SE_2014-09-07T23h55m53.fits 1 / 57 56903.05275 136.9 , 1093.5 242 6 325910 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_6_486_SE_2014-09-07T23h55m53.fits 1 / 77 56903.05524 322.2 , 824.2 213 4 267787 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_9_486_SE_2014-09-08T07h14m11.fits 1 / 102 56906.41924 606.5 , 1248.1 135 3 193906 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_1_486_SE_2014-09-08T07h34m41.fits 1 / 7 56906.412 703.1 , 1129 181 2 227230 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_9_486_SE_2014-09-08T13h27m50.fits 1 / 46 56908.0055 1661.5 , 111.8 117 3 167338 
NRCV83500046001P0000000015101_1_486_SE_2014-09-09T02h22m58.fits 1 / 87 56908.39379 708.1 , 27.1 195 5 281538 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_486_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m28.fits 2 / 21 56908.51752 59.8 , 1264.6 233 4 231766 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_486_SE_2014-09-03T08h44m39.fits 1 / 12 56909.34186 1402.4 , 978.6 270 7 384627 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_8_486_SE_2014-09-08T13h02m42.fits 1 / 18 56907.98449 602.8 , 1592.9 780 9 616462 

       Detector B2: 
      NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_487_SE_2014-08-28T10h03m13.fits 3 / 21 56864.08726 1434.4 , 376.8 512 8 523686 

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_487_SE_2014-08-28T10h03m13.fits 3 / 44 56864.09298 1514.8 , 214.1 695 11 680203 
NRCN813B-F070-4243184251_1_487_SE_2014-08-31T19h08m47.fits 1 / 17 56874.57643 1761 , 1744 190 3 202436 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_5_487_SE_2014-09-07T20h28m45.fits 1 / 6 56901.31001 56.4 , 653.2 613 9 533509 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_6_487_SE_2014-09-07T20h49m10.fits 1 / 26 56901.33287 402 , 843.5 235 4 256935 
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Filename Integration/
Group 

Time (MJD) X,Y Center Number of 
Pix in 
Snowball 

Number of 
Saturated 
Pixels 

Background 
subtracted snowball 
signal (counts) 

NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_7_487_SE_2014-09-08T00h15m56.fits 1 / 83 56903.28435 1661.9 , 1647 183 4 202100 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_7_487_SE_2014-09-08T00h15m56.fits 1 / 85 56903.2846 1415.7 , 347.4 280 5 257288 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_5_487_SE_2014-09-08T08h55m54.fits 1 / 19 56907.81314 1640.4 , 1883.9 504 7 475305 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_9_487_SE_2014-09-08T10h21m00.fits 1 / 28 56907.87154 279.5 , 1318.5 106 3 151468 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_3_487_SE_2014-09-08T11h22m48.fits 1 / 4 56907.9108 1170.2 , 349.4 170 4 224264 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_3_487_SE_2014-09-08T11h22m48.fits 1 / 11 56907.91254 1948.5 , 1934 142 2 173903 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_5_487_SE_2014-09-08T12h03m15.fits 1 / 4 56907.93889 1823.2 , 596.8 339 4 279724 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_7_487_SE_2014-09-08T12h42m43.fits 1 / 32 56907.97393 112 , 252 387 6 375954 
NRCV83500046001P0000000007101_1_487_SE_2014-09-08T23h28m06.fits 1 / 90 56908.38012 1429.6 , 1713.6 115 4 210200 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_487_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m28.fits 3 / 15 56908.5297 1989 , 1799.2 90 1 143526 
NRCNBS-NSG1NIS-F-4206231314_1_487_SE_2014-07-26T01h28m10.fits 1 / 11 56908.94937 1516.5 , 24 145 2 112318 
NRCNBS-NSG1NIS-F-4206231314_1_487_SE_2014-07-26T01h28m10.fits 1 / 12 56908.94999 1516.5 , 24 145 4 110832 
NRCNNBNSMFAG1NI-SL-4206235138_1_487_SE_2014-07-
26T00h49m15.fits 1 / 6 56909.22132 1132.5 , 1787.4 284 0 82972 
NRCV83500022001P000000000210I_1_487_SE_2014-09-03T12h06m15.fits 1 / 55 56909.6358 484.9 , 1911.2 622 9 497955 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_487_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m28.fits 2 / 38 56908.52175 820.7 , 1753.2 722 8 478060 
NRCN03511-D-NF4-G2-4209065745_1_487_SE_2014-07-28T07h34m00.fits 1 / 32 56908.54871 962.7 , 1155.4 380 6 274157 
NRCNBS-NSG1NIS-F-4206231314_1_487_SE_2014-07-26T01h28m10.fits 2 / 6 56908.95931 544 , 703.8 738 6 396304 
NRCNNBNSMFAG1NI-SL-4206235138_1_487_SE_2014-07-
26T00h49m15.fits 1 / 7 56909.22194 1132.5 , 1787.3 641 4 258274 

Detector B3: 
      NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_488_SE_2014-08-28T09h46m58.fits 5 / 35 56864.11808 820 , 428 188 4 242139 

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_488_SE_2014-08-28T09h46m58.fits 7 / 38 56864.14617 1469.9 , 855 178 6 274955 
NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_488_SE_2014-08-28T09h46m58.fits 9 / 45 56864.17524 170.1 , 160.5 335 7 394044 
NRCNRCB3-DARK-42420922091_1_488_SE_2014-08-30T09h50m11.fits 1 / 63 56866.28556 997 , 1385.6 154 5 283912 
NRCNRCB3-DARK-42430819241_1_488_SE_2014-08-31T08h51m49.fits 1 / 95 56867.15592 1847 , 878.5 235 6 319105 
NRCN815B-LIN-4244065528_5_488_SE_2014-09-01T07h30m55.fits 1 / 31 56900.79019 531.8 , 1535.2 152 6 148438 
NRCN815B-LIN-4244072448_6_488_SE_2014-09-01T07h59m58.fits 1 / 23 56900.79865 1239.4 , 225.6 502 12 365403 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_7_488_SE_2014-09-07T21h09m31.fits 1 / 62 56901.3576 989.9 , 1410.9 197 5 318484 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_9_488_SE_2014-09-07T21h53m56.fits 1 / 19 56901.39302 27.9 , 319.1 218 6 360371 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_9_488_SE_2014-09-07T21h53m56.fits 1 / 85 56901.40122 1243.5 , 245.1 240 5 322333 
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Filename Integration/
Group 

Time (MJD) X,Y Center Number of 
Pix in 
Snowball 

Number of 
Saturated 
Pixels 

Background 
subtracted snowball 
signal (counts) 

NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_9_488_SE_2014-09-08T07h14m10.fits 1 / 29 56906.41017 211.7 , 1716.5 431 8 502810 
NRCV83500046001P0000000017101_1_488_SE_2014-09-09T03h03m19.fits 1 / 52 56908.38944 1185.2 , 571.3 326 7 419579 
NRCV83500047001P0000000008101_1_488_SE_2014-09-09T06h15m34.fits 1 / 61 56908.4046 996.9 , 1385.7 160 5 270021 
NRCV83500047001P0000000017101_1_488_SE_2014-09-09T10h01m47.fits 1 / 47 56908.41691 176.6 , 536.6 117 4 245010 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_488_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m27.fits 3 / 9 56908.52821 556.3 , 1044.5 127 2 106313 
NRCLONGDARK-42140938001_1_488_SE_2014-08-02T11h56m27.fits 3 / 10 56908.52846 556.3 , 1044.5 127 4 108773 
NRCNBNSMRG1NIS-SL-4207011316_1_488_SE_2014-07-
26T02h17m14.fits 1 / 16 56908.82901 506.2 , 668.5 613 9 555410 
NRCNNBNSMFAG1NI-SL-4206235138_1_488_SE_2014-07-
26T00h49m15.fits 1 / 6 56909.23648 787 , 479.8 93 1 56607 
NRCNNBNSMFAG1NI-SL-4206235138_1_488_SE_2014-07-
26T00h49m15.fits 1 / 7 56909.2371 787 , 479.8 91 1 58311 

       Detector B4: 
      NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_4_489_SE_2014-09-07T20h08m30.fits 1 / 4 56901.28938 401.2 , 174.2 154 4 208367 

NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_9_489_SE_2014-09-07T21h53m55.fits 1 / 9 56901.39177 1945.8 , 1301.2 786 11 740085 
NRCV82540002001P0000000002101_5_489_SE_2014-09-07T23h35m36.fits 1 / 70 56903.05437 149.9 , 769.9 332 6 322274 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_4_489_SE_2014-09-08T11h43m05.fits 1 / 44 56907.94883 21.9 , 847.9 217 5 341824 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_5_489_SE_2014-09-08T12h03m14.fits 1 / 11 56907.95467 281 , 1226 187 5 267870 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_5_489_SE_2014-09-08T12h03m14.fits 1 / 13 56907.95517 1699.1 , 1605.4 227 4 257430 
NRCV83500045001P0000000018101_1_489_SE_2014-09-08T21h19m33.fits 1 / 56 56908.36185 1653.8 , 1227.2 279 6 335826 
NRCV83500046001P0000000009101_1_489_SE_2014-09-09T00h09m42.fits 1 / 102 56908.38162 1152.6 , 2023 227 4 255288 
NRCV83500048001P0000000018101_1_489_SE_2014-09-09T16h40m55.fits 1 / 53 56908.44905 1245.6 , 1818.2 539 9 504569 
NRCN03511-D-NF1-G1-4209063635_1_489_SE_2014-07-28T07h03m53.fits 1 / 31 56908.53442 63 , 740.1 431 5 357112 
NRCNBNSMRG1NIS-SL-4207011316_1_489_SE_2014-07-
26T02h17m14.fits 1 / 4 56908.83671 589.5 , 1157.1 905 16 806774 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_489_SE_2014-09-03T08h42m34.fits 2 / 12 56909.40101 39.8 , 743.4 271 7 307582 
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Table 5 All LW snowballs identified in this study 

Filename Integration
/Group 

Time (MJD) X,Y Center Number of 
Pix in 
Snowball 

Number of 
Saturated 
Pixels 

Background-
subtracted 
snowball signal 
(counts) 

       Detector ALONG:       

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_485_SE_2014-08-28T10h01m55.fits 7 / 8 56845.97085 25.3 , 365.6 263 14 686403 
NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_485_SE_2014-08-28T10h01m55.fits 8 / 35 56845.99123 1949.8 , 512 88 3 197586 
NRCN815A-LIN-4243235734_1_485_SE_2014-09-01T00h34m52.fits 1 / 4 56897.22663 382.5 , 1409 208 13 296185 
NRCV83500001001P0000000007101_1_485_SE_2014-07-07T22h32m40.fits 1 / 47 56901.09291 1366.9 , 650.5 363 17 779041 
NRCV82540003001P0000000002101_3_485_SE_2014-09-08T02h01m15.fits 1 / 80 56901.15231 1009.9 , 824 306 24 836254 
NRCV82540003001P0000000002101_6_485_SE_2014-09-08T03h02m12.fits 1 / 11 56901.47951 207.5 , 647.2 328 21 882256 
NRCV82540003001P0000000002101_7_485_SE_2014-09-08T03h22m23.fits 1 / 42 56901.61993 1993 , 1710.5 145 8 388856 
NRCV82540004001P0000000002101_4_485_SE_2014-09-08T05h28m23.fits 1 / 87 56903.25477 953.6 , 24.7 259 13 606578 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_3_485_SE_2014-09-08T08h14m57.fits 1 / 17 56908.12778 678.6 , 863.6 386 16 822721 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_4_485_SE_2014-09-08T08h35m04.fits 1 / 6 56908.13909 1184 , 54.3 287 16 734885 
NRCV82540005001P0000000002101_6_485_SE_2014-09-08T09h16m04.fits 1 / 11 56908.1715 1067.5 , 2000.8 254 16 639388 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_1_485_SE_2014-09-08T10h41m48.fits 1 / 13 56908.22829 367.4 , 1169.3 288 19 867213 
NRCV83500036001P0000000005101_1_485_SE_2014-09-01T17h49m08.fits 1 / 76 56908.39242 81 , 1032 187 10 474316 
NRCV83500045001P0000000014101_1_485_SE_2014-09-08T19h27m09.fits 1 / 78 56908.4662 1589.7 , 1620 216 11 552269 
NRCV83500046001P0000000014101_1_485_SE_2014-09-09T01h58m18.fits 1 / 50 56908.4908 867.8 , 1221.5 250 17 620174 
NRCV83500047001P0000000005101_1_485_SE_2014-09-09T05h25m59.fits 1 / 65 56908.50671 1010.1 , 824.4 306 20 814797 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_485_SE_2014-09-03T08h51m01.fits 5 / 40 56909.38833 284.5 , 1335.5 221 14 585681 
       
Detector BLONG:       

NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_490_SE_2014-08-28T09h47m02.fits 1 / 26 56875.53146 593 , 804.8 90 0 188929 
NRCN8142-DARK-4240052408_1_490_SE_2014-08-28T09h47m02.fits 2 / 28 56875.54563 541.4 , 1294.1 542 0 1122900 
NRCNRCBLONG-DARK-42411755021_1_490_SE_2014-08-
29T18h20m59.fits 

1 / 75 56875.53609 78.4 , 564.7 262 14 686805 

NRCN815B-LIN-4244075410_7_490_SE_2014-09-01T08h29m55.fits 1 / 15 56900.38831 94.9 , 770.7 200 203 226792 
NRCV82540001001P0000000002101_3_490_SE_2014-09-07T19h48m43.fits 1 / 23 56901.31212 1145 , 443.8 90 7 179237 
NRCV82540006001P0000000002101_6_490_SE_2014-09-08T12h22m45.fits 1 / 52 56908.00699 1092.8 , 1414.1 360 19 869527 
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Filename Integration
/Group 

Time (MJD) X,Y Center Number of 
Pix in 
Snowball 

Number of 
Saturated 
Pixels 

Background-
subtracted 
snowball signal 
(counts) 

NRCV83500036001P0000000010101_1_490_SE_2014-09-01T19h39m37.fits 1 / 64 56908.33476 1236 , 166.2 404 21 896608 
NRCV83500037001P0000000010101_1_490_SE_2014-09-02T02h42m29.fits 1 / 39 56908.35974 1164.4 , 766.2 525 26 1148852 
NRCV83500047001P0000000010101_1_490_SE_2014-09-09T07h32m51.fits 1 / 39 56908.43327 1764.8 , 1017.9 378 21 920194 
NRCNBNSMRG1NIS-SL-4207011316_1_490_SE_2014-07-
26T02h17m15.fits 

2 / 13 56909.14558 1970 , 1765.5 740 22 1034193 

NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_490_SE_2014-09-03T08h51m50.fits 3 / 45 56909.43804 1639.9 , 1384.7 352 18 801068 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_490_SE_2014-09-03T08h51m50.fits 6 / 25 56909.47408 1756 , 1510.2 366 21 909185 
NRCV83500021001P0000000002101_1_490_SE_2014-09-03T08h51m50.fits 7 / 10 56909.48402 1941.1 , 308.8 360 21 884176 
NRCV83500022001P000000000210A_1_490_SE_2014-09-
03T11h20m45.fits 

1 / 79 56909.54782 977.2 , 2036.1 322 55 680897 

NRCNRCBLONG-DARK-42651227161_1_490_SE_2014-09-
22T13h01m49.fits 

1 / 63 56922.52811 1959.6 , 1207.4 135 6 263528 

 


